Objective: The average glandular dose (AGD) is used to evaluate the radiation dosage in mammography. Dance et al. (2000) presented a computation formula to estimate the AGD based on several coefficient factors, such as compressed breast thickness, breast tissue composition, and half-value layers (HVLs). The objective of this study was to improve the preciseness of AGD estimation.
Introduction
Ionizing radiation during mammography examinations increases the risk of radiation-induced cancer in the glandular tissue of the breast 1) . In general, obese women, and those with large and/or dense breasts and highly compressed breast thickness, require multiple examinations and a higher radiation dose per examination and are therefore at an increased risk of radiation-induced cancer 1) . The dosimetry of mammography is estimated using the breast entrance air kerma and several related conversion factors. It has been used for the optimization of mammography in Europe 2) and, more recently, in Japan 3) . The average glandular dose (AGD) for a single mammography examination is one of the most important factors used in the quality control of mammography imaging systems 4) . The AGD is an estimate that uses compressed breast thickness, breast tissue composition (ratio of glandular and adipose tissue), tube voltage, type of target/additional filter, and half-value layers (HVLs) as parameters. Dance et al. developed conversion factors (Dance's coefficients) to enable AGD estimation based on HVL and breast tissue composition for breast thicknesses ranging from 2 cm to 11 cm (in 1-cm increments). The HVL is typically estimated based on the thickness of absorptive materials, such as aluminum (mmAl), which reduces the amount of radiation in a gamma-or X-ray beam by half. Dance et al.' s AGD formula is expressed as follows 5, 6) :
where K is the entrance surface air kerma evaluated on the breast surface; g is the AGD conversion factor in a breast composed of 50% adipose and 50% glandular tissues, estimated by interpolating the breast thickness and HVL (Table  1) ; c is a correction factor for the mammary gland ratio, estimated in the tissue at the central region of the breast (Table  2) ; and s is a correction factor for X-ray quality. However, precise AGD estimation requires prior knowledge of the glandular tissue ratio of each individual, and therefore, it is not practical in typical measurements. Most digital mammograph systems use formulae that clinicians and researchers are unaware of and display a real-time reference AGD value, which is based on automated calculations unique to every equipment manufacturer. Further, Dance's coefficients were developed for a Western population with larger breast sizes and highly compressed breast thicknesses (up to 11 cm); therefore, it may not be directly applicable to the Japanese population with smaller breast sizes and compressed breast thickness (mean, 3-3.83 cm) [7] [8] [9] . This study aimed to calculate the formulae of conversion factors and their relationship with compressed breast thickness and interpolate the values for breast thickness typically encountered in Japanese women (2-6 cm, at 0.5 mm increments) to generate data that could be used for more accurate and individualized AGD estimation.
Materials and Methods
We plotted approximate curves for Dance's coefficients vs. compressed breast thickness using the Microsoft Excel chart function (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, Washington) and then performed interpolation of conversion factors by function approximation. The study protocol was approved by the ethics committee of our institution on June 20, 2015.
g-factor interpolation
The g-factor was plotted against breast thickness for seven sets of HVLs, ranging from 0.3 mmAl to 0.6 mmAl. Next, the g-factor was plotted against HVL for nine sets of compressed breast thicknesses, ranging from 20 mmAl to 60 mmAl (5-mm increments). The approximate curves were plotted using the Microsoft Excel chart function, and interpolated g-factors were obtained from the respective approximation formulae.
c-factor interpolation
The c-factor was plotted against breast thickness for five sets of tissue ratios, ranging from 0.1% to 100%. Next, the c-factor was plotted against the tissue ratio for nine sets of compressed breast thicknesses, ranging from 20 mmAl to 60 mmAl (5-mm increments). The approximate curves were plotted using the Microsoft Excel chart function, and interpolated c-factors were obtained from the respective approximation formulae. Figure 1 illustrates the approximate curves of the g-factor vs. breast thickness for seven HVLs, ranging from 0.3 mmAl to 0.6 mmAl. The generated curve approximation formula is: Figure 2 illustrates the approximate curves of the g-factor vs. HVL for breast thicknesses ranging from 20 mm to 60 mm. The generated curve approximation formula is:
Results

g-factor interpolation
The interpolated g-factors obtained by incorporating breast thicknesses (20-60 mm, 9 steps in 5-mm increments) and HVLs (0.3-0.45 mmAl, 16 steps in 0.01-mmAl increments) are provided in Table 3 . Figure 3 illustrates the approximate curves of the c-factor vs. breast thickness for five sets of tissue ratios ranging from 0.1% to 100%. The generated curve approximation formulae are: The interpolated c-factors obtained by incorporating breast thicknesses (20-60 mm, nine steps in 5-mm increments), HVLs (0.3-0.45 mmAl, four steps in 0.05-mmAl increments), and breast glandularity (0.1-100%, eight steps) are provided in Table 4 . 
c-factor interpolation
Discussion
The AGD calculation guidelines in Japan previously used a formula proposed by Wu et al. 10, 11) , but they were replaced by Dance et al.'s guidelines 12, 13) in 2010; these new guidelines also incorporate the effects of the new target/additional filter introduced in the mammography equipment. Dance et al. used an inexpensive and easy-to-obtain polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)-based breast model of the mammary gland ratio, corresponding to a composition of 50% adipose and 50% (50/50) glandular tissue. Using various correction and conversion factors (measured entrance surface air kerma of the breast model, g-factor, c-factor, and s-factor), Dance et al. developed a formula to calculate AGD 5, 6) . However, Dance's original coefficients were developed for a Western population and are available for compressed breast thicknesses of 20 mm to 110 mm (11 steps in primarily 10-mm increments) and HVL of 0.3-0.6 mmAl (seven steps in 0.05-mmAl increments). Determination of mammary gland thickness is a limitation in some mammography techniques that use X-ray devices in conjunction with computed radiography. The estimation of the average mammary gland dose for every subject can be difficult. We have used the approach by Dance et al. to estimate the average mammary gland dose ratio for each subject. In this study, we generated an approximation formula for Dance's coefficients and interpolated values of g-and c-factors at a resolution higher than that available in the original reports by Dance et al. Dance et al. used clinical data to calculate the coefficients. The use of the excel graph function to obtain the approximate formula using clinical data will enable the use of highly reproducible coefficients. We interpolate values for each factor, at breast thicknesses of 20-60 mm (nine steps in 5-mm increments) and HVL of 0.3-0.45 mmAl (16 steps in 0.01-mmAl increments) to generate data that could be used for more accurate, detailed, and individualized AGD estimation. This enabled a detailed calculation of the AGD at a more individual level using coefficient interpolation. The internal interpolation of each coefficient is necessary to estimate the average mammary gland dose ratio. We ex- pect that these interpolated values will serve as a reference for other researchers and make AGD estimation simpler and less vague.
In Europe and in the United States, breast X-ray equipment has transitioned from a screen film system to a fully digitalized version that uses a flat panel detector. In Japan, breast X-rays have moved to a flat panel system in conjunction with computed radiography. In flat panel devices, AGD, estimated by automatic calculation, is displayed in real time, whereas in computed radiography systems this is not possible. In Japan, X-rays using computed radiography mammography is widely used, and exposure management is an important challenge. It is difficult to calculate the AGD for each subject individually because the exposure received by the subjects using computed radiography is difficult to gauge. The interior interpolation of the coefficients will be useful for researchers to calculate the AGD of each subject individually. In addition, the interpolated factor and its approximation are useful not only for AGD calculation using PMMA, which is used for the quality control of general equipment, but also for AGD calculation using breast phantoms with different breast compositions. The emergency warning on digital mammography issued by the Japan Radiological Society also recommends a clear description of imaging conditions that allow AGD estimation, emphasizing the importance of understanding AGD in mammography 14, 15) .
Conclusion
This study demonstrated a method for interpolation of HVLs and breast thickness required in dosimetry during mammography. Corresponding to the dosimetry that is routinely performed using devices with different HVLs, the method makes the current AGD estimation more convenient and accessible. The interpolation of factors by Dance et al. will allow more accurate, detailed, and individualized AGD estimation and can be used to improve exposure control in mammography.
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